UT Global Ethics & Conflict Resolution Summer Symposium
STUDENT’S NAME:
AGREEMENTS
1.

I agree to respect the dignity, rights and property of others. The University is committed to provide an educational and working
environment for its students, faculty, and staff that is free from sex and gender discrimination, sexual harassment, sexual
assault, sexual misconduct, interpersonal violence (including domestic violence and dating violence), and stalking, following
federal Title IX.

2.

I agree to ride only in vehicles approved by the UT Global Ethics and Conflict Resolution Summer Symposium staff. I
understand that I am not permitted to drive any vehicle while at the symposium.

3.

I agree to be present in my assigned room for assigned room checks each night. I agree to remain there from 10:30
p.m. until 6:30 am. each night.

4.

I agree that I will not have unauthorized visitors in the dormitory at any time.

5.

I agree to arrive on time and participate actively in all scheduled symposium activities.

6.

I agree to behave in an orderly fashion in university buildings, the dormitory, and other facilities.

7.

I agree that I will refrain from defacing any materials, furniture, or facilities.

8.

I agree to remain free of any drugs (including alcohol) not specifically prescribed to me by a legal physician.

9.

I agree that I will not have firearms or any other weapons in my possession while attending the symposium.

10.

I agree to pay for any fines incurred while at the University of Texas and understand that all fines accrued will be the debt of
my parents and myself.
I agree to leave all dormitory property in the dormitory and in good condition when I leave.

11.
12.

I agree that I will make restitution for any damage to dormitory or university property or any other property at the symposium
that is my responsibility.

13.

I agree that I will not leave the symposium except as authorized by my parents in writing and approved by symposium staff.

If you do not want to create a digital signature, you can print out the form and sign it.

My signature indicates that I understand and pledge compliance with each of the agreements above during the
time I am at the symposium.
Student’s Signature:

Date:

Parental Understanding:
My signature indicates that I have read and understand the agreements above and understand that breaking the
agreements warrants expulsion of the participants and full forfeiture of all fees paid to UT for the symposium. I
also understand that I will be responsible for all fines incurred by the above named student and agree to pay
them.
Parent or Guardian Signature:
Parent or Guardian Printed Name:

Date:
PLEASE RETURN FORM TO
utpcr@austin.utexas.edu
or: Dr. Madeline Maxwell
University of Texas
2504A Whitis Ave., CMA 7.112, A1105
Austin, TX 78712

